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Supply chain resiliency:
does your decaf have
capacity to recover?

S

ustainable supply chains for coffee
have been a major Issue for some
time and, more recently, the concept
has also been discussed as 'resiliency.'
According to supply chain authors from
Michigan State University and Virginia
Tech, "the resilient supply chain requires
two critical capacities: the capacity for
resistance and the capacity for recovery."
However, little has been said about how
this relates to decaf coffee. In this article
we focus on the niche specialty decaf
supply chains. On top of the traditional
coffee supply chain challenges, this one
adds the triple difficulties of an additional
transfer point, an additional processing
step (decaffeinatlon) and small volumes.
Looking at each of these from the
perspective of supply chain resiliency
can help managers tal<e proactive steps
that are even more critical for decaf than
elsewhere in coffee.

As Ruth Ann Church* explains, the supply chain for decaf
coffee is unlike that for conventional, caffeinated coffee,
and that exposes it to a number of unique challenges, for
which it is important to prepare

The additional
processing step:
decaffeination

The transfer point
The additional transfer point in the decaf
supply chain occurs because instead of
going straight from origin to the port of a
consuming country, a container bound
for decaf will first need to get to a port
for decaffeinatlon - such as Bremen,
Montreal, Veracruz or Vancouver for
example.
This serves as a well-understood fact
to illustrate how important resistance and
recovery are. Resistance is the ability
to resist disruption. Any transfer point is
fraught with the potential for problems,
fumbles and delays. Recognizing
this, the manager of a decaf supply
chain carefully checks the customs
requirements, off-loading and on-loading
services that will make the container's
stop at the decaffeinatlon port a smooth
one. Creating clear agreements with the
shipping company, logistics companies,
customs brokers and the decatfeinator
about these details are examples of
building resistance.
However, disruption can occur
anywhere, no matter how carefully

Compared to the supply chain for caffeinated
coffee, decaffeinated coffee has an additional
transfer point, additional processing step and
small volumes

capacity is the ability of a system to return
to functionality once a disruption has
occurred."' If a labour strike hits Bremen's
port the way the port workers' strike
recently hit Long Beach, California, do you
have alternative ways to get the coffee to
the decaffeinatlon plant, or relationships
with alternative plants to which you can
turn on short notice?
A typical transfer point risk is customs.
Should your containers be stopped
by customs for reasons that seem
inexplicable (you did everything the same
as last time) do you have processes and
contacts ready to help you troubleshoot
and speedily get your container out? The
"hopefully that never happens to me"
policy is an example of poor recovery

The concept of resilience applies to
the second complexity with decaf:
the additional processing step at the
decatfeinator. The fact that today over
50 per cent of the world's decaffeinated
coffee is decaffeinated at plants in the
'consuming north' and not the 'producing
south' probably has to do with the
intrinsic need managers have to avoid
risk from disruptions. Performing the
decaffeination process in economically
and environmentally stable Germany
instead of tsunami and upheaval prone
Indonesia is one way to build a supply
chain with "resistance to disruptions."
Even so, disruption can occur
anywhere, no matter how carefully one
designs against it. For decaf, this means
having built relationships with your
preferred decaffeination plant as well as
alternative decaffeination locations.
Do you have relationships with your
account manager there, that will help your
containers be the first, not the last, to get
processed once the strike is over, or the
catastrophic fire damage is repaired? If
the down time is going to be extended,
how robust are your relationships with
your second and third choice options?

Small volumes
bring big risks
Small volumes are a key characteristic that
distinguishes the specialty decaf supply
chain from the conventional one. Many
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than-container load shipping and prevent
ttiose disruptions by requiring all decaf
shipments to fill containers, even at the
cost of freshness and optimized inventoryon-hand. For most traditional roasters, this
is a reasonable resistance strategy. The
benefits outweigh the costs.
But the benefit versus cost equation
changes as firms move towards microinstead of 'macro' roasting. Microroasters feel more uncomfortable with
compromising on taste (which is related to
freshness) and inventory space also comes
at a premium for micro-roasters.
'Cushions' such as available manpower
and long lead times are also less lil<ely at
the small end of the roasting scale. If these
observations are true for micro-roasting
regular coffee, they are all the more
compelling for decaf.
When the needs of micro-roasting decaf
customers are seriously considered, the
benefits of full-container shipping bear
too high of a cost. So the supply chain
manager is forced into the world of lessthan-container-load shipping and the
uncertainties and complexities that this
introduces.

Investments in
resistance and recovery
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from switched-off accounts and brand
recognition will speed recovery once the
delayed shipment finally arrives.

Summary
Decaf supply chain managers have

challenging work, and for those that work
in specialty decaf this is especially true.
Understanding the concept of a resilient
supply chain and what that means for the
specific situation of each different firm will
likely become more critical given the trends
towards micro-roasting.
Carefully evaluating 'resistance' and
'recovery' capacity can lead to the right
investment and tools for fewer shocks
and faster rebounds if, and when, they do
occur.
*Ruth Ann Church is President and Chief
Relationship Officer at Artisan Coffee
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customer loyalty can also enhance supply
chain resilience.
These indirect investments are
particularly valuable in terms of containing
the severity of any shock or disruption once
it happens.^ So, for example, if the perfect
storm happens, and the decaf shipment
just does not make it to the roastery
before the last batch is gone, strong
customer loyalty will prevent lost revenue
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This situation gives a good illustration
of why investments in a supply chain
resiliency will be different for each decaf
coffee roaster. Since resources at most
roasters are limited, they are often forced
to choose where to focus - resistance in
one case makes sense and in the next, it
makes more sense to apply resources to
Ten Peaks sees growth in processing
always having a fast recovery.
Taking the example of a micro-roaster,
and revenues
the supply chain manager will need to
) Ten Peaks Coffee Company, wtiicti does business througti two subsidiaries, Swiss Water
pinpoint the known potential risks of
Decaffeinated Coffee Company (SWDCC) and Seaforth Supply Chain Solutions, the company's
less-than-container-load shipping. These
green coffee handling and storage subsidiary, says it maintained "robust sales momentum"
include contamination from co-shipped
during the three months ended 31 December 2014 and that, as a result, 2014 was a record
goods, the likelihood of being bumped-off
year for the company. Annual processing volumes, revenues, gross profit, net income and
of a shipping schedule, extra staff time
EBITDA all up significantly compared to 2013, and this was the fifth year in a row that SWDCC
required to find a co-shipping option (if that
has achieved volume growth, with total processing volumes now up by 39 per cent over 2009
is preferred) and extended time the coffee
levels.
may have to sit on a dock or in a nonclimate-controlled warehouse at origin.
"We are extremely pleased with our performance in 2014, especially as we have succeeded
in building sales within every segment of our business," said Frank Dennis, President and CEO
Data that the firm collects over time on
of Ten Peaks. "We have dramatically grown our market share in the US, added new business
the occurrence of these risks becomes
in international markets and maintained our market position in Canada. Notably, we achieved
the key for informing proper investments
these results despite a higher 'C price, which typically dampens sales across the specialty
in resistance and recovery. "Events with a
coffee market.
greater likelihood and significant potential
impact require greater preparation.In
"Looking ahead, we are forecasting ongoing sales increases as we continue to win new
other words, with less-than-container load
accounts and grow the business we do with existing customers," said Mr Dennis. "Over the
shipping, a manager may invest more
past few years, the Swiss Water process has gained a large and loyal following, as its ability
in resistance, and a full-container-load
to preserve the unique quality of fine coffees throughout the decaffeination process becomes
supply chain may place emphasis on
increasingly well known. We have also seen our business grow as more customers trust us to
recovery, when budgets do not allow for
perform more inventory sen/ices nn their hphaif"

